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General - We remain in a sweet spot for the global economy with solid growth and muted inflation.

Changes at the margin are however becoming a concern. A rise in inflationary expectations and a move by

the Central Banks towards a gradually tighter monetary policy have led to a rise in Bond yields and sent

shivers through equity markets which fell last quarter. The US Federal Reserve Bank are likely to raise rates

at least three times this year and the Bank of England have taken a significantly more hawkish line with the

possibility of two rate rises in 2018. The outlook for the UK economy remains downbeat with subdued

growth and sticky inflation as the Brexit cloud continues to hover. Geopolitical concerns are intensifying with

nationalism on the march again in Europe and Trump aggressively pursuing a protectionist agenda that could

spark a damaging trade war. The key supports for risk assets still remain intact; accelerating economic

growth and corporate earnings but muted inflation. Much this good news is however already discounted in

share prices and the sharp rise in bond yields is a headwind as it increases ‘the price of risk’. Government

Bonds yields moved up sharply last quarter. We expect yields to continue to rise, but in a slow and shallow

trend. The significant tightening in spreads over the last 18 months has whittled away the value in Investment

Grade and High Yield credit. Commercial Property remains resilient but is a yield rather than a capital growth

story at this mature stage of the cycle. Valuations across all asset classes remain high which is likely to

suppress portfolio returns in the coming years. The US dollar remains weak whilst sterling appears to have

bottomed. Gold (US$1320/oz.) and oil (US$69/bl) continue to mark time around their current levels. Page 3.

United Kingdom - The UK equity market is deeply out of favour with sticky inflation and muted growth

whilst Brexit and the Corbyn threat are creating political instability and economic uncertainty. Valuation is not

expensive by either historic UK or current global standards positioning the UK as an unloved ‘value’

opportunity. Page 7.

United States - The economy remains in robust shape and corporate earnings growth is forecast to be

amongst the highest for 20 years which mitigates some of the valuation concerns. There are though major

concerns; Trump, rising Bond yields and the pace of Federal Reserve Bank interest rate rises. Page 8.

Europe - Europe remains the great recovery story. The economic news gets ever better, earnings growth is

healthy, valuations are not overly stretched, and the ECB remains supportive. However, there is still some

political fragility and the Eurozone economy remains a hostage to global growth. Page 9.

Emerging Markets, Asia and Japan - Fundamentals have markedly improved in the Asian and EM

markets and are now the most supportive for over a decade. Japan is seeing an unexpectedly firm

economic and earnings bounce. Risks are largely exogenous as these markets are a hostage to global

growth and monetary policy and the direction of the US dollar. These markets remain best suited to higher

risk/reward investors with a long term time horizon and acceptance of a high level of volatility. Page 10.  

Fixed Interest - Bond yields spiked in the last quarter but we expect a flatter range for the rest of the year.

The long term direction of travel remains upwards as global growth remains firm and Central Banks take

small and tentative steps away from their super-loose monetary policies. The significant tightening in spreads

over the last 18 months has whittled away the value in Investment Grade and High Yield credit. Page 11.

Commercial Property - The Commercial Property cycle has become increasingly mature and returns will

likely be lower going forward, driven almost entirely by rental income rather than capital growth. The asset

class continues to be resilient and we expect annualised total returns of around 5% for the next few years.

Page 11.

Commodities - Oil prices remain firm but US$70/bl looks like being the top of the range. Gold is marking

time around the current US$1300 level. Mining shares need continuing evidence of robust economic growth

to make further significant gains. Page 12. 

Currencies - The US dollar remains weak, not least because of Trump’s unpredictability, but interest rate

differentials could prove supportive if financial markets continue to be nervous. Sterling has bottomed against

the euro and made gains against the dollar but Brexit and Corbyn are headwinds that will likely prevent

substantial further strength and could yet provoke another big fall. Page 13.

Overview



Wake Up Call…
Yes, markets can fall as well as rise. The FTSE 100 index at the end of

the quarter was 7056 having been 7369 at the end of March 2017 and

having peaked at 7778 in January so for the first time in a few years

investors are seeing their portfolios lose money. Stock markets tumbled

last quarter falling nearly 10% in the space of a few days at one point

after not having suffered even a 5% correction during the previous two

years. This lack of volatility had been the most unusual of occurrences

and as such last quarter’s falls were arguably one of the best signposted

corrections of all time. Over the last four decades the average peak-to-

trough fall in the US S&P 500 index each year has been around 14%, but

positive returns have still been achieved in 30 of the last 40 years. It

would be wrong though to think of this correction as ‘just one of those

things’ and ‘back to business as usual’ because there are some major

trend changes bubbling below the surface which could have serious

implications for market returns.  

General Market Review
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Summary:

• We remain in a sweet spot for the global economy with solid growth and muted inflation. Changes at the margin are
however becoming a concern.

• A rise in inflationary expectations and a move by the Central Banks towards a gradually tighter monetary policy have
led to a rise in Bond yields and sent shivers through equity markets which fell last quarter.

• The US Federal Reserve Bank are likely to raise rates at least three times this year and the Bank of England have taken
a significantly more hawkish line with the possibility of two rate rises in 2018. 

• The outlook for the UK economy remains downbeat with subdued growth and sticky inflation as the Brexit cloud
continues to hover. 

• Geopolitical concerns are intensifying with nationalism on the march again in Europe and Trump aggressively pursuing
a protectionist agenda that could spark a damaging trade war.

• The key supports for risk assets still remain intact; accelerating economic growth and corporate earnings but muted
inflation. Much this good news is however already discounted in share prices and the sharp rise in bond yields is a
headwind as it increases ‘the price of risk’.

• Government Bonds yields moved up sharply last quarter. We expect yields to continue to rise, but in a slow and shallow trend. 

• The significant tightening in spreads over the last 18 months has whittled away the value in Investment Grade and High
Yield credit.

• Commercial Property remains resilient but is a yield rather than a capital growth story at this mature stage of the cycle. 

• Valuations across all asset classes remain high which is likely to suppress portfolio returns in the coming years.

• The US dollar remains weak whilst sterling appears to have bottomed. Gold (US$1320/oz.) and oil (US$69/bl) continue
to mark time around their current levels.
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Macro 
The ‘lower for longer’ disinflationary narrative which has driven

financial markets for much of the last decade is receding into the rear

view window as ‘reflation’ becomes the new story. Other multi-

decade trends are being challenged as well, notably globalisation,

free trade and liberal democracy, whilst Central Bank monetary

policy is also seeing a marked change in direction. The world is

enjoying one of its longest economic expansions for decades and

this should continue throughout 2018 and beyond, though with less

of the upside growth surprises we saw last year. Inflation is making a

modest comeback but not to the extent that it should derail bond

and stock markets (hmm, put that on my gravestone). The global

economy is thus in good shape and corporate earnings are rising

strongly, but there are now some threatening clouds on the horizon

after several years of relatively plain sailing. The Trump fiscal package

looks poorly designed and is recklessly large (i.e. inflationary) at this

mature stage of the economic cycle. Trump’s import tariffs on steel

and aluminium and proposed levies on Chinese goods could prompt

‘tit for tat’ retaliation from Europe and Asia that will gradually throttle

global trade and growth. Trump’s modus operandi is an aggressive

grandstanding opening before rowing back and offering concessions

later and he likes take credit for a rising stock market but

nevertheless the threat of trade wars could be a recurring concern

this year. The US Federal Reserve Bank is steadily raising interest

rates and ‘normalising/tightening’ monetary policy whilst the ECB

and BoJ are on the cusp of scaling back their super-loose monetary

policies. Central Banks need to show good judgement and finesse in

both their actions and their rhetoric. 

Thank you as always to Schroders for their latest batch of consensus

economic forecasts which show growth and inflationary expectations

continuing to be revised upwards. Note though that the expectation

is for the rate of both growth and inflation to peak this year and

diminish into 2019.

2018 GDP 2019 GDP 2018 CPI 2019 CPI

World 3.4 3.2 2.5 2.4

US 2.8 2.6 2.4 2.1

Eurozone 2.4 1.9 1.5 1.6

UK 1.6 1.5 2.6 2.2

Japan 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.1

Emerging Markets 5.0 4.9 3.4 3.4

China 6.5 6.3 2.3 2.3

Markets
Markets have been in Goldilocks territory for the last couple of years

with growth and corporate profits beating expectations but inflation

muted enough to keep monetary policy loose. However, we are

already past the sweetest part of the sweet spot, if you see what I

mean. Upside economic surprises have probably peaked and the

stronger than expected growth in 2017 is now feeding through to

higher inflationary expectations and a more rapid increases in interest

rates, especially in the US. Government Bond yields moved higher in

January and created the catalyst for the nasty fall in stock markets.

Rising Bond yields provide a headwind to risk assets such as equities

as the ‘risk free’ rate of return (seen as Government Bond yields) is

higher hence the future value of corporate earnings is perceived to be

worth less in today’s terms. You will hear a lot of people talking about

‘re-pricing of risk’ and this is what they mean. With US 10 year

Treasuries now paying nearly 3%, double the level of 18 months ago,

the bar for risk assets returns is now considerably higher. There is also

a more subtle but crucial factor which is driving bond yields higher.

Central Banks are curtailing and reversing their QE policies of the last

ten years and so no longer anchoring yields with their huge Bond

buying programmes. The more grandiose terms for this are

‘quantitative tightening’ and the ‘normalisation’ of interest rates and

Bond yields. Central Banks will wish to remain supportive so think

more ‘less loose’ rather than ‘much tighter’ monetary policy but this

is still a marked change in the direction of travel.

So is this the end of the great equity bull market that began in 2009?

Probably not, though it is a big reality check. The fundamentals

underpinning the market remain strong whilst historically a gently

rising interest rate environment has proved supportive for equity

markets. A sharp series of interest rates rises would be a far less

happy bag of bananas, threatening growth and making expensive

valuations harder to justify. This though is an outlier and not our

central case, which is for low to mid-single digit nominal returns for

the next few years but with a lot more volatility and an increased risk

of capital loss. Our unease remains most around Central Bank policy

error both in executing a slow retreat from QE and the rhetoric

employed in market guidance. Loose lips could sink some equity

market ships if Messrs Powell, Carney and Draghi fluff their lines.

Valuation…headwinds and tailwinds
Share prices over the last twelve months have been driven by double

digit increases in earnings such that equity valuations are cheaper

than they were 12 months ago i.e. earnings growth has outpaced the

growth in share prices. Earnings forecasts are robust for this year,

especially in the US, so the P/E on the S&P500 is 16.5x forward

earnings compared to 18x a year ago. It is somewhat ironic that just

as the price to earnings ratio, which had made equities look

expensive for years, now looks less of a headwind the other central

valuation metric which had made equities look cheap, equities
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compared to Bond yields, suddenly looks more challenging 

An interesting move in the market over the last few quarters has been

a move away from the ‘bond proxies’ which had been the market

darlings for many years. Pre-2017 all dividend payers were effectively

lumped into one trade and were a huge beneficiary of QE and falling

interest rates and bond yields. The market is now only rewarding

companies with high revenue growth, pricing power and the ability to

grow dividends above inflation. Companies which pay a reasonable

dividend yield but have poor growth prospects and extended

valuations are now looked on far less favourably and hence selected

consumer staples, utilities, real estate trusts and telecom stocks

have lagged the wider market. 

Whither Safe Havens   
A common (and absolutely the right) question from clients is how are

we going to preserve capital in the event of a big market downturn a

la 2008. Hmm, yes, well…there is no easy answer unfortunately

given that there are several potential suspects that could precipitate

a big fall and they are all wearing different clothes. Crises can be

broadly grouped into economic, financial and geopolitical, while ‘safe

havens’ typically include US Treasuries, Gold, the US dollar, and the

yen. The problem is that the behaviour of asset classes, in isolation

and in relation to each other, is rarely consistent for long periods and

nor is there a consistently impregnable ‘safe haven’. This is because

each meltdown is different and the behaviour of asset classes in the

years up to the meltdown may have been markedly different as well.

If the ‘crisis’ is because the US Fed loses control of inflation then US

Treasuries will be one of the worst places to be, if the ‘crisis’ is

geopolitical then it could be the best.  

We’ve always maintained that over-analysing and hanging your hat

on forecasts gives a false sense of security. What makes perfect

sense in a lengthy tome or a mind-boggling spreadsheet is often

miles away from what happens in practise.  Even assuming you get

the timing and the nature of the event right, which is a big ‘if’, then

how do you know how the crisis will evolve and how assets will

behave? Exhibit No.1 m’lud is Brexit. As a consequence we do not

like to take binary positions based on possible outcomes of unknown

events into an uncertain future. Instead we take a considered and

informed view of what is known now and likely to happen in the near

future, not the distant unknown. We then endeavour to construct

portfolios that will be resilient in a number of different market

conditions. 

Regarding long term returns, the clever people at London Business

School who compile the data for the Credit Suisse yearbook have

looked not only at long term average real returns from global equities

(5.2% since 1900) and global Bonds (2%) but from a series of ‘real’

assets as well. The amount of heroic assumptions needed probably

makes the results more than a bit questionable but apparently

returns from wine, stamps and violins (?) sit between equities and

Bonds whilst art is on a par with Bonds. The most interesting part of

the analysis was that Gold returned less than 1% over the 118 years

of the study, less than cash and Bonds. Gold can thus work very well

in a portfolio at particular points in time but not over the very long

term. I was pleased to note that Diamonds actually produce a

negative long term return, so I’ve cancelled my trip to Hatton Garden

and will instead be presenting the missus with a box of Milk Tray and

a Jackie Collins on her next birthday. 

Taxing
Can you remember the last time the basic rate of income tax was raised

in the UK? It was the era of the Bay City Rollers and Bohemian

Rhapsody, Dirty Leeds, Fawlty Towers and The Onedin Line, Jaws,

Oxford Bags, cheesecloth shirts and a long hot summer. You drove one

of those new Ford Cavaliers and worried about industrial decline, strikes,

25% inflation, IRA bombs, and (there is nothing new under the sun) an

EU referendum, but one in which 67% voted to remain. Yep 1975 when

the basic rate rose to 35% and the top rate to a pip squeezing 83%, a

salutary lesson for all of you under 40 as to what happens when you

elect a socialist government; flared tartan jeans on the streets and Leeds

United back in the Prem, nobody wants to see that again. 

The idea of a politician advocating tax rises would have been electoral

suicide anytime over the last few decades as wages and the economy

were growing at a sufficient rate to bring in bundles of tax revenue to

offset the voter friendly tax cuts. Slowly though the debate is changing

as the penny drops that Britain needs a decade of tax rises if it is to

maintain and improve the quantity and quality of public services, most

notably the NHS. Voters will have to pay more or receive less and we

have reached a tipping point where austerity and cuts are no longer

acceptable. Certainly no party is advocating raising basic rate income

tax yet but there is at least an appreciation that providing acceptable

public services with sustainable public finances is a circle that needs

to be squared. As we are unlikely to be bailed out by a rampant

economy then tax reforms that penalise the better off (on social care

and inheritance maybe) will be back on the agenda. 



Conclusion…..Rocky Road
The fundamentals underpinning equity markets in terms of

economic and profit growth still look pretty strong whilst valuations,

certainly in terms of price/earnings, are not excessive. All very

supportive of markets and we are not expecting an imminent and

savage bear market.  Nevertheless, there is change afoot as the

financial markets grapple with potentially long term structural

changes in key market drivers such as deflation to inflation, rising

not falling interest rates, and a marked shift towards protectionism

and nationalism after decades of free trade and globalisation. The

sharp rise in Government Bond yields, and hence an increase in the

‘price of risk’, has created a new and substantial headwind to

markets. With the Central Banks beginning to step away from their

‘buyer of last resort’ position in the Bond markets and the return of

volatility to equity markets, investors now realise that there is no

longer what had been amounting to virtually a ‘free ride’ in some

markets. Any asset class which has been the preserve of heavily

leveraged buying is going to feel increasingly and dangerously

exposed. We expect annualised returns from all asset classes to be

lower in the next five years than they have been in the previous five,

together with increased volatility and risk of capital loss. Tougher

sledging over bumpier roads lies ahead. 
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The global economy is in good shape and 

corporate earnings are rising strongly 

but there are now some threatening clouds on the horizon

Scores on the Doors

IA Sector Average Q1 2018 (%)

UK All Companies -5.9

UK Equity Income -6.1

Europe ex UK -4.4

North America -5.3

Japan -3.5

Asia Pacific ex Japan -4.5

Global Emerging Markets -3.2

UK Gilts 0.4

UK Index-Linked Gilts -0.6

Sterling Corporate Bonds -1.3

Sterling Strategic Bond -1.0

Figures from Financial Express Analytics

This all looks very different to the last couple of years and we’re not

used to seeing negative numbers in these columns. Just about

everything was a headwind; equity markets down, bond yields

rising/prices falling, and even sterling strengthening a touch which

reduced returns from overseas markets, in particular the US. Note

the UK has been the worst performing global market, the Brexit and

Corbyn effect writ large. There have been very few bright spots with

only the ‘bricks and mortar’ property funds producing consistently

positive returns. The Absolute Return and conservative multi-assets

funds continue to disappoint, being generally underwater by a

couple of percentage points and not proving to be the staunch

defenders of capital we hoped they would be. Style wise small cap

continues to outperform large (in the UK at least) and growth remains

ahead of value. The best returning global sector was technology,

though that wavered at quarter end amidst the Facebook storm and

the growing backlash from governments and regulators against the

monopoly powers of the tech behemoths. The worst performing

sectors were ‘bond proxy’ consumer staples, telecoms and utilities

whilst energy and materials have also been weak. 
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Summary: The UK equity market is deeply out of favour with sticky inflation and muted growth whilst Brexit and the
Corbyn threat are creating political instability and economic uncertainty. Valuation is not expensive by either historic UK
or current global standards positioning the UK as an unloved ‘value’ opportunity.  

• The UK economy has gone from being one of the strongest

economies in the G7 a couple of years ago to the weakest. Higher

inflation is squeezing household budgets whilst Brexit uncertainty

is weighting on business confidence. In 2017 the economy grew

at 1.8% compared with 1.9% in 2016 and was the slowest annual

growth rate since 2012 at a time when growth in the rest of the

world is accelerating. GDP expectations have been marginally

revised up for this year, though this is on the back of strong growth

in the US and the Eurozone. Inflation remains sticky, though the

CPI hopefully peaked at 3.1% last November and is now gently

declining being 2.7% in February. 

• He’s at it again. Having struck a cautious tone on the economy

only last November and implying only two 0.25% interest rate rises

in the next three years Mark ‘flip-flop’ Carney has now gone all

hawkish suggesting a rate hike would be needed "somewhat

earlier" and to a "somewhat greater extent" than anticipated. The

guesstimate amongst market forecasters is now for two Base Rate

rises this year, the first as early as May.  

• We continue to see the long term impact of Brexit as being

unknowable until at least a decade hence but thus far it is proving

to be a very painful administrative unwind rather than an economic

disaster. This unwind has now been pushed out by the recently

announced ‘implementation period’ from March 2019 to

December 2020.  

• A potentially greater risk to UK financial markets is the instability of

the current wretched Tory administration and the increasing

possibility of the ‘yoofquake’ propelling Messrs Corbyn and

McDonnell into Downing Street. Clever positioning by Corbyn in

his support for a post-Brexit Customs Union with the EU has

(incredibly) presented Labour as more pro-business and free trade

than the Tories whilst at the same time ‘reaching out’ to angry

Remainers. The practicalities of running the country and the

intransigence of the civil service would considerably water down

the extremes of Marxist economic policy but it is difficult to see any

way in which a Corbyn Government would be anything other than

painful for the equity markets. Shares of Utility companies,

arguably the most sitting of ducks, are already taking a pasting.

• The UK has traditionally been seen as a relatively low risk/reward

global stock market but Brexit and Corbyn are making it anything

but. It is the ugliest of ducklings, falling by more than other global

markets this year and with the most recent Merrill Lynch Global

Fund Managers survey showing it to be the least liked and most

shunned asset class in the world.

• Corporate earnings surged around 20% in 2017 after several years

of stagnation. 2018 earnings are looking to be high single digit on

aggregate this year and after last quarter’s 7% fall the FTSE 100

index is currently trading on a forward P/E of around 13x which is

somewhere around historic norms (though as always there is an

element of which starting date you wish to choose to suit your

argument). This doesn’t feel too demanding, especially with a

dividend yield of around 3.5% and a lot of M&A bubbling around

as corporates looking to take advantage of distressed valuations in

certain, mostly domestic, sectors.

United KingdomSpecific Market Reviews:

The UK has traditionally been seen as a relatively low risk/reward

global stock market but Brexit and Corbyn are making it 

anything but... it is the ugliest of ducklings



Summary: The economy remains in robust shape and corporate earnings growth is forecast to be amongst the
highest for 20 years which mitigates some of the valuation concerns. There are though major concerns; Trump,
rising Bond yields and the pace of Federal Reserve Bank interest rate rises.  
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Trade wars always play well to voters in the short term 

but have damaging long term consequences for all concerned

United States
• The economy remains firm, growing at an annualised 2.5% in the

final quarter of 2017 and recent employment data showing an

economy firing on all cylinders. The worrying corollary is an uptick

in inflation expectations. 

• Trump has finally delivered on a key policy with significant tax cuts

coupled with a large boost in spending on infrastructure and

defence. Increasing debt with a major fiscal stimulus so late in the

economic cycle is likely to provide a positive surge in the US

economy over the next few quarters. However, these policies have

the potential to exacerbate labour shortages and stoke wage

inflation, which has risen to an annual rate of 2.9%, the highest

since 2009. This is driving up interest rate expectations leading to

the prospect of an old school ‘boom and bust’. The US fiscal

deficit is set to balloon above 5% in what is now a very mature

business and financial market cycle, which would surely test the

most experienced policymakers. Instead we have a brand new

Chairman of the Federal Reserve and a very inexperienced

administration of questionable competency in Washington. Hardly

‘The A Team’ so good luck with that. 

• Trump has shown that his bite can be as bad as his bark after all

by introducing a 10% import levy on imported aluminium and 25%

on steel and rattling his sabre towards China with proposed levies

on up to US$60bn of goods. Trade wars always play well to voters

in the short term (and there are US mid-terms in November!) but

have damaging long term consequences for all concerned. The

spurious rationale for the tariffs is based on a little known law that

allows protection on the basis of national security, somewhat

questionable given that most of the US’s steel imports come from

Canada, EU, Mexico and South Korea who the last time I looked

were on Uncle Sam’s side. Trump’s modus operandi in pretty

much all cases is to go for an aggressive grandstanding opening

before rowing back and offering concessions later but the threat of

trade wars will be an on-going concern this year.

• Goodbye Janet Yellen and hello Jerome Powell. As expected the

new Chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank introduced himself to

financial markets by raising the Fed Funds rate by 25bps to 1.75%

in March. Historically Powell has sided with the more dovish

members of the committee (including Yellen) and so consensus is

that policy adjustment remains slow, gradual and data dependent.

The problem though is that the data may show an economy that

is moving towards overheating necessitating an increase in the

pace of interest rate rises. 

• Earnings estimates for 2018 are being ramped up significantly,

partly because of the improving global economy and a weaker

dollar but also because of the Trump tax changes which will

reduce corporation tax. Consensus estimates for earnings growth

are now a whopping 18% alongside revenue growth of 6.5%. This

has taken some of the heat out of valuation concerns as the

S&P500 P/E has actually fallen as earnings expectations have

risen so much that they managed to outstrip the gains in the index

over the last year. The market is trading at 16.5x forward earnings,

not cheap but by no means excessively expensive. Earnings

disappointment is obviously a threat but as we discussed in the

main body of the newsletter a greater concern would be another

hike upwards in Bond yields. 



Europe
• The economy continues in a happy place, exceeding the doom

laden forecast of 18 months ago. EU GDP grew at 2.4% last year,

its strongest growth since 2007. There has been a confluence of

drivers; the fiscal squeeze is easing, Banks are recovering, the

ECB has been super-accommodative and in a self-fulfilling way

business and consumer confidence continues to improve as does

the economy itself. Perhaps the biggest driver is the strength of the

global economy with European exports comprising around 40% of

GDP compared to 15% in the US and 25% in the UK. 

• The ECB’s elusive inflation target remains perpetually untouchable

if you believe German Bund yields but the recent IG Metal union

wage settlement of 4.3% sets a powerful precedent. Buoyant

growth numbers, roaring sentiment and large wage increases;

maybe inflation will come back after all. 

• After years of stagnation and decline, corporate profits surged

around 14% last year with forecast of around 8% for 2018. In a

market that is cheaper than Wall Street and in an earlier stage of the

economic cycle this is very promising. And yet, and yet….Europe

has become a great recovery story but is not totally out of the

woods and there is maybe an uneasy sense  that now is as good

as it gets in terms of positive news flow. Its main driver is also its

Achilles heel. Should global growth hit the buffers then Europe will

feel the force more than most whilst the political and structural flaws

that haunted the market for many years post 2008 could still come

back. The ECB is going to be reducing its QE bond purchases this

year, this in effect means ‘less loose’ rather than tightening per se

but the direction of travel is well signposted and needs to be

handled with great skill. The rewards in Europe are still potentially

very good, but they are not without considerable risk. 

• The manoeuvring to replace Mario Draghi at the head of the ECB

is underway. Top jobs in the EU are often more about ‘buggins

turn’ rather promotion on merit and with the last 3 ECB Presidents

being from Holland, France and Italy then the Germans will feel

they are next in to bat. This would mean the current head of the

Bundesbank Jens Weidmann who is more of a hawk on monetary

policy and fiscal/banking integration. After the accommodating,

pragmatic and market-savvy Draghi, Weidmann looks like a man

more prone to scare the horses.

• One step forward, two steps backwards in European politics. After

several painful months of negotiation Angela Merkel secured a

fourth term as German Chancellor by entering into a ‘grand

coalition’ between her CDU party and her old sparring partners in

the SDP. This was not unexpected and revives some hopes of the

Merkel/Macron magic achieving some structural reforms in the EU.

Far less market friendly was the result of the Italian elections a few

weeks ago. This was inconclusive and there will be plenty of

wrangling in the weeks ahead but it was notable for strong gains

for the populist Five Star movement, now the biggest single party,

and the far-right, anti-immigration, anti-euro Northern League.

Most likely is an unwieldy coalition of parties with a myriad of

possible permutations but it could be some time before a

Government is formed. Italy is the EU’s third biggest economy but

beset by low growth and huge public sector debt; it is urgently in

need of reform but this election shows it is heading backwards

rather than forwards. Bond buying by the ECB is keeping Italy

afloat at the moment, a reminder that the Euro crisis is still lurking

in the background, managed but not resolved.  
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Europe has become a great recovery story 

but is not totally out of the woods

Summary: Europe remains the great recovery story. The economic news gets ever better, earnings growth is healthy,
valuations are not overly stretched, and the ECB remains supportive. However, there is still some political fragility and the
Eurozone economy remains a hostage to global growth. 
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Summary: Fundamentals have markedly improved in the Asian and EM markets and are now the most supportive for
over a decade. Japan is seeing an unexpectedly firm economic and earnings bounce. Risks are largely exogenous as these
markets are a hostage to global growth and monetary policy and the direction of the US dollar. These markets remain best
suited to higher risk/reward investors with a long term time horizon and acceptance of a high level of volatility.   

Emerging Markets, Asia and Japan
• EM equity fundamentals are better than they have been for a

decade. Global growth is accelerating, the US dollar is weak and

global monetary policy remains loose despite the QT talk, all of

which tend to promote liquidity flows into riskier asset classes.

Inflation is low, and corporate profitability continues to improve as

global demand recovers and the companies themselves improve

their financial discipline. Earnings are estimated to grow around

12% in 2018, down on last year’s 25% but this reflected a strong

bounce from the years 2012-2016 when earnings barely grew at

all. The emerging world is in an earlier part of the economic cycle

than the developed world as several economies recover from a few

years of turbulence, notably Russia and Brazil. China continues to

manage its growth rate to avoid a hard landing and there is

increasing evidence across emerging economies of solid

consumption growth. Valuations remain supportive at 12.5x

forward earnings, still a significant discount to the developed

markets with the MSCI World index trading on 15.5x. 

• Risks are largely exogenous; Central Bank policy error, an

unexpected pick-up in developed market inflation, tighter US

monetary policy, or a stronger US dollar would all be strong

headwinds. EM equities and debt are seen as amongst the riskiest

of asset classes and so would suffer should markets see a long-

lasting ‘re-pricing of risk’ as developed market Bond yields rise.  

• China grew by an above forecast 6.9% last year, the first time since

2010 that annual growth has been better than the previous year.

Going forward China is looking to focus on the quality of economic

expansion rather than its previous policy of achieving strict

numerical targets. Current guidance is now for lower growth, say

in the order of 6%, as China makes a concerted effort to tackle its

enormous and growing debt mountain with an expectation of a

gentle tightening in monetary policy and more stringent lending

rules. Apropos of last quarter’s end-piece ‘Return of the

Strongmen’ I note that President Xi Jinping has now abolished

term limits to become a leader for life in the manner of Mao

Zedung. At one time this would have drawn Western

condemnation for bucking democratic trends, now it seems par for

the course with authoritarian government becoming all the range. 

• As Michael Caine would say ‘not a lot of people know this’ but

Japan’s Topix Index has been the best performing developed

market in local currency since Abenomics was introduced in

October 2012, outperforming even the rampant Wall Street. An

interesting chart I saw from the boffins at Ruffer shows that

between 31st Dec 2012 and 31st December 2017 the Topix index

rose by 111% and earnings by 134% so the market has actually

got cheaper in P/E terms over this period. In contrast the S&P 500

rose by 87% but earnings only by 20% so the market is

significantly more expensive now than five years ago. Admittedly

Japan had been massively underperforming everywhere else in the

previous 20 years (halving and then some!) but it’s certainly moving

in the right direction. 

• The fundamental boxes in Japan are increasingly been ticked;

strong earnings growth, structural reforms, stable and supportive

political and monetary environment, much improved corporate

governance and increasing flow of both domestic and foreign

money into the stock market. Japan is a big beneficiary of stronger

global growth racking up seven consecutive quarters of GDP

growth, the best run for decades. The reappointment of Kuroda as

BoJ Governor should mean a continuance of very loose and

supportive monetary policy. This should also keep the yen relatively

weak which is a tailwind for an economy still heavily dependent on

exports.  Earnings growth is expected to be in double digits this

year, and the market P/E is 14x, relatively inexpensive by global

standards, with a dividend yield of 2% which is a sea change from

the previous experience of companies hoarding huge cash piles.

Risks are a slowdown in the global economy, an unexpected volte-

face in the direction of monetary policy, or a stronger yen. 

Risks are largely exogenous; Central Bank policy error,

tighter US monetary policy, or a stronger US dollar
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Fixed Interest
• We’ve talked many times of the direction in travel of Government

Bond yields being upwards with the US 10 year Treasury heading

towards 3%. What we expected was a slow and steady move over

a few years, not a few weeks! The US 10 year yields had already

moved from around 2% as recently as September to 2.4% in

January before spiking to a high of 2.9% this quarter which is a

heck of a move in Bondland. UK 10 year Gilts yields moved from

1.2% to 1.4% last quarter and German 10 year Bunds from 0.4%

to 0.5%. The straightforward reason is a rise in inflationary

expectations, but equally significant is the regime change in

Central Bank policy as we discussed in the main body of the

newsletter. 

• This tightening trend is not just in the US. Mark Carney joined in

suggesting a rate hike in the UK would be needed "somewhat

earlier" and to a "somewhat greater extent" than anticipated. A rise

in May seems a done deal. 

• The sharp move upwards in yields confirms that the great 35 year

Bond bull market bottomed in summer 2016, which is a

remarkable piece of symmetry as the preceding and equally

powerful Bond bear market had begun in 1946 when US 30 year

yields were 2% before peaking in 1981 (i.e. 35 years later) at an

excruciating 15% before their inexorable decline all the way back

to 2%. A 70 year Duke of York. 

• The question is of course are we beginning another 35 year

odyssey back to 15%? That’s a tough call to answer, and the more

pertinent question is where we will in the next few years as a move

to 5% on US 10 year Treasuries would do a fair bit of damage to

financial markets and the real economy as well. Our sense is that

this will not be the case as there are just too many strongly

deflationary forces in the system for this to happen with debt,

demographics and disruptive technology at the head of the queue.

We expect Central Banks to be very wary in their QE unwind, so

only gentle tightening, and inflationary expectations to remain

relatively subdued over the longer term. In this environment Bond

yields will likely drift higher rather than ramp sharply upwards again

(fingers crossed!).

• The significant tightening in spreads over the last 18 months has

whittled away the value in Investment Grade and High Yield credit

and they have started to gently widen as the quarter progressed.

• With inflation being a topic of concern for the first time in many

years then attention is turning to Index Linked Gilts in the UK and

TIPS (Treasury Inflation Protected Securities) in the US. Their

names make these Bonds look like a sure-fire cert should inflation

rise but as we have said many times in the past this is not the case

and the names are a bit of a misnomer. These are not the same as

the much beloved NS&I Index Linked Certificates which faithfully

track UK inflation and yes, it would be peachy if the Government

treated us to a new issue but that doesn’t look likely anytime soon.

Linkers and TIPS are driven by inflationary expectations to an

extent but a far more important driver is the direction and

magnitude of moves in conventional UK Gilt and US Treasury

prices especially for the long duration securities. Thus, it is quite

likely that you could lose money in linkers/TIPS even if inflationary

expectations are increasing because, as would be quite likely, the

yields on Conventional Bonds are also rising (i.e. Bond prices are

falling).

Summary: Bond yields spiked in the last quarter but we expect a flatter range for the rest of the year. The long
term direction of travel remains upwards as global growth remains firm and Central Banks take small and
tentative steps away from their super-loose monetary policies. The significant tightening in spreads over the last
18 months has whittled away the value in Investment Grade and High Yield credit.

• Commercial Property returns significantly

exceeded expectations in 2017, the monthly

IPD UK All Properties Index returning 11%. This

was driven by Industrials which were up around

20% with London and the South East being

particularly strong. Historically, the investment

case for Industrials was based on a high yield

with little to no rental growth expected but thanks to our old friend e-

commerce there has been a surge in the demand for well-located

‘fulfilment centres’ and smaller distribution units. Returns for the Office

market have been divergent, weak in Central London but strong in the

regional markets. Office and Retail both returned approx. 7%. This

trend has continued into 2018 with a small but steady upward move

in the Index, the IPD Index rising 1.3% to the end of February.   

Commercial Property
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Commodities
• Brent Oil scaled the US$70/bl during the quarter with global

demand at its highest since the 2008 financial crisis. China is

apparently stockpiling with gusto, oil inventories are shrinking and

the OPEC/Russia accord on production quotas is holding firm and

achieving compliance across the OPEC membership. The kiss of

death for the oil price though is Wall Street getting very bullish with

arch reverse indicator Goldman Sachs predicting a US$80/bl

price in the coming months. Needless to say, a US$70 oil price is

now proving to be a bit of a ceiling.

• There is always huge debate about the ‘breakeven’ price for

producing oil for the big Middle Eastern players, most notably

Saudi Arabia. There is no easy answer, and while the five big

Middle East players can extract oil at US$10/bl and so flood the

market and undercut everyone else they actually need the higher

prices themselves as their ‘social cost’ of production taking into

account government spending reliant on oil revenues is more like

US$60/bl. There is probably also a geopolitical risk premium of

around 10 bucks in the price with Trump sanction fears and on-

going Saudi/Iran tensions hiking supply fears. Our view remains

that US$70 looks like the top of the range as at these heady price

levels the shale boys will be pumping their socks off. 

• US oil production has doubled since 2008 to 10m barrels per day,

the highest level since the Texas oil boom of the 1970s when we

all wondered who shot JR (it was Kristin, JR’s sister-in-law). Only

Saudi Arabia and Russia currently produce more and are likely to

be usurped returning the title of the world’s biggest oil producer

Summary: The Commercial Property cycle has become increasingly mature and returns will likely be lower going
forward, driven almost entirely by rental income rather than capital growth. The asset class continues to be resilient and
we expect annualised total returns of around 5% for the next few years.

• Retail is an evolving sector and prima facie still weak having not yet

recouped the capital losses suffered post the Brexit vote. There are

well publicised troubles on the UK High Street but selected

segments are strong, once again driven by e-commerce as pure

online businesses appreciate they need a physical presence to

satisfy click and collect customers. The retailers getting it right, for

example John Lewis and Next, are dominant in both the High

Street and online. Amazon’s acquisition of Whole Foods shows

how the behemoth is moving into the High Street and it has also

started trialling its ‘Amazon Go’ stores in the States where

shoppers fill their bags and leave the store without paying at a

check-out. Sensors can detect the products and automatically bill

the customer through a phone App. Given that I am one of the

scoucer diaspora from the 1970s there is probably a shoplifting

joke in there somewhere but to avoid pejorative regional

stereotyping I’ll resist the temptation. 

• Transaction volume has been very high, £60bn in 2017 versus the

average since 2000 of £40bn. This has been driven by strong

overseas demand, especially out of Asia focusing on ‘trophy’

prime London assets such as the Walkie Talkie and the

Cheesegrater. These are being bought on yields of only 3.5%,

which look paltry from a UK historical perspective but cheap

compared to NYC, HK and Berlin. Despite Brexit London is still

seen as a super prime, high quality safe haven. The near 20% fall

in sterling post the Brexit referendum in 2016 obviously played a

big part in this demand though this effect will likely weaken given

the recovery in the pound.  

• Rents remain firm and still growing, forecast to be around 1% over

3 years led by London and South East Industrials rental growth

which is forecast to be 5% over this period. Weakest sectors

remain Central London offices and High Street Retail.

• Commercial Property feels late cycle but fundamentals remain

supportive and the cycle is turning out to be much longer than

expected. Supply has been constrained since 2008 with the Banks

ever cautious since then. Rising debt is the obvious warning signal

but leverage still remains relatively benign with LTV’s low, especially

in the secondary market.  Equity rather than debt financing has

played a much larger part in this particular property cycle. 

• An interesting development in the London Office market over the

last few years has been the emergence of WeWork which is a

company that leases office space and then creates an attractive

‘millennial’ office environment (sofas, pumpkin juice, bright open

spaces, and lots of colour) that is more like a hipster commune

than a boring old office. The founders claim it is a ‘platform to

create’ targeting entrepreneurs, start-ups, and freelancers who will

rent flexible, co-working space. WeWork is now the biggest private

office tenant in London and its business model depends on

demand for flexible office space growing fast enough to keep

rental income above the historically high rates the company pays

to lease its properties. It will be interesting to see the effect this has

on London Office rental growth in 2018 and 2019 as WeWork’s

aggressive expansion plans have in effect boosted current at the

expense of future demand. 

• Property still looks fair value despite last year’s rise but the gap

between the yield on Commercial Property and UK Gilts has

narrowed from 4% to 3.5%, still plenty of headroom but reliant on

bond yields remaining low. 

• The forecast from the boffins at M&G for the IPD return over the

next five years is grouped around 5.5% per annum, though with a

dip to closer to 4% in 2019. With the income return being around

5% this implies virtually no capital growth over the period
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Currencies
• One of the biggest market surprises of last year was the 10% fall

in the trade weighted value of the US dollar. We have discussed

this for several quarters now and have pointed out that one of the

main reasons was simply that the greenback was the epitome of

the over-owned, over-loved ‘crowded trade’. Conversely ‘basket

case’ Europe and Brexit Britain had been so battered and

shunned that any positive news led to strong rises in the euro and

sterling. The FX market is prone to herd mentality and once a

trend is established, as ‘weak dollar’ has become, then the

momentum can be self-fulfilling. One factor maybe

underestimated by markets has been Trump’s desire for a weak

dollar. To fulfil his boast ‘to make America great again’ and

increase the competitiveness of US industry and bring back jobs

back onshore he needs the dollar to depreciate, and unlike

previous US Presidents he is prepared to talk the dollar down to

do achieve this. 

• Current FX market expectations still focus almost exclusively on

the economic growth revival outside of the US, hence the strength

of the euro and some EM currencies. However, a change in

emphasis centring instead on inflationary expectations and the

yield diffential between global Bond markets would prove

supportive for the dollar.  

• Sterling continued its revival that began in the second half of last year

and was 1% stronger than the euro and 4% stronger than the US

dollar in the last quarter. With pretty much all the bad news priced in

on Brexit then any positive news flow, such as progress on Brexit

negotiations and a more hawkish Bank of England, is propelling the

currency higher. Sterling has certainly bottomed for now but Brexit

(still) and Corbyn are potholes which have the potential to torpedo

the currency and so provide a ceiling to further gains. 

• The Economist Magazine updated its Big Mac purchasing power

parity index a few weeks ago and, as you would suspect, it shows

that the US dollar has got significantly cheaper over the last year.

Mind you, the index shows it is still an expensive currency with

only Zurich, Oslo and Stockholm being more expensive places to

buy your Big Mac than New York. Among developed countries

only the yen and sterling look cheap, and in both cases this has

been eroded as these currencies strengthen against the dollar. As

for the world’s cheapest hamburgers, then fill your boots in

Johannesburg, Moscow and Warsaw. 

• Well, that didn’t last too long did it; Bitcoin falling precipitously

from US$20,000 in December to a current level of US$7,000.

There may well be something in the whole crypto currency story;

I’m just not the right person to ask. 

Summary: The US dollar remains weak, not least because of Trump’s unpredictability, but interest rate
differentials could prove supportive if financial markets continue to be nervous. Sterling has bottomed against the
euro and made gains against the dollar but Brexit and Corbyn are headwinds that will likely prevent substantial
further strength and could yet provoke another big fall. 

Summary: Oil prices remain firm but US$70/bl looks like being the top of the range. Gold is marking time around the
current US$1300 level. Mining shares need continuing evidence of robust economic growth to make further significant gains. 

a change in emphasis centring on inflationary expectations 
and the yield diffential between global Bond markets 

would prove supportive for the dollar  

back to the Stetson hats and crocodile boots. US shale has

become one of the biggest game changers in oil production

history and the companies have cut costs and improved drilling

techniques to the point where they can boost production very

quickly in response to rises in the oil price. 

• The weak dollar is proving a tailwind for Gold as dollar

denominated assets become cheaper for investors in other

currencies. In theory higher US interest rates are a headwind as

Gold pays no yield and so looks less attractive compared to

income producing assets. The evidence doesn’t necessarily bear

this out as there are usually several factors driving the price with

currency and inflation expectations currently proving more

important than interest rate differentials. 



Well, 2 out of 3 ain’t bad in my book. When I was running around the

playground in my shorts it was the early 1980’s when Bucks Fizz

were trying to make their mind up and the Welsh Elvis was harping

on about his Green Door. In what was a decade barren of music

quality, to me the only ray of light was when the Stone Roses snuck

their debut album in to the back end of the decade, paving the way

for a much brighter 1990’s musical renaissance. (Discuss amongst

yourselves, I’ve just put my out of office on). Editor’s note: James’s

musical preferences are in no way representative of HFMC Wealth as

a whole. 

What I can say without fear of controversy is just how far away 2018

would have seemed to me back then. By now I should be a pilot

(eyesight), brain surgeon (intellect) or professional footballer (age,

general lack of ability), but instead here I am, writing this for you (your

bad, as I think the kidz now say). The problem with the future is, well,

it always seems so far away. What haven’t changed though are some

universal truths. Time does, indeed, keep on marching on; the world

does continue revolving and England still can’t play football. As Nigel

Thomas, investor since my playground days says “Things will not

necessarily get better or worse – they will become different”. Trying

to understand that difference, let alone identifying what it could be,

takes first of all a leap of faith and second some extrapolation of

already identified trends. There are those trends which are

embedded, slow moving and slow to change, like demographics,

and those which are fast moving, have significant momentum and

are unlikely to reverse, such as technological innovation and

disruption. These are 2 long term deflationary forces that have

collided with the build-up of a global debt mountain to create a

troublesome trio we will look at over coming Quarters, beginning this

Quarter with Disruptive Technology.

“Hello!” 
It was with that word, delivered by a menagerie of ‘A-listers’ during

an advert at the 2007 Oscars that Apple advertised the first iPhone

firing the starter gun for the smartphone revolution. Within that short

time period, smartphones have gone from zero to hero, achieving

both an omnipresence and essential item for efficient, functional

modern-life. 

But modern life is rubbish, right? 

We love to complain about how “it wasn’t like that in my day”, how

the streets were perpetually safe, the grass was always green…but

the brilliance of BBC series such as ‘Back in time for Dinner’ and

Dominic Sandbrook’s sequence of social history reflections is in

throwing a few flies in that ointment. Shopping by candlelight wasn’t

some kind of Dickensian fiction, but a 1970’s British reality; the

1960’s a decade of social discontent and global protest; the 1950’s

a decade of austerity and post-war recovery. The streets have never

been safe. But, and it’s a big one, the whole history of human

endeavour is one of technological progress. As neuroscientist and

presenter of the BBC’s ‘The Brain’ series (and yes I don’t have a

social life, watch too much TV, but I like to think it’s the high quality

BBC, not ITV variety) David Eagleman argues “Everything around us

is a product of human invention, of some human saying ‘what if I did

this and tried this?’ and just kept going.” We’re on an endless airport

travelator, to a destination none of us yet know, but with an individual

and collective desire for self-improvement.

Over millennia, technological progress has taken us from fire making

to firing people in to space and from a cave to the Burj Khalifa. We

should, were it not for collective myopia, stand up and marvel. 

Today is no different – the young get it, the oldies don’t – a recurring

truth through the generations if ever there was one. Let’s take one

small example – online dating. Today, with a third of relationships

starting online, Tinder, part of the Match Group, is the 2nd highest

grossing app globally with over 7 million paying subscribers and

100m+ downloads. What isn’t to like about some time-saving,

advance filtering of those who may say yes if you asked them out?

Whilst still in its infancy, not only online dating but ‘app culture’

generally is evolving quickly through the process of turning ideas in

to popular app’s and enabling successful, but also hugely valuable

businesses for the winners. This kind of ‘tech’ has contributed to a

deflationary pulse, but over time as business models develop and

revenues increase, the must-have app’s will develop pricing power.

But those that have pricing power and serve as an inflationary force

will remain the outlier rather than the norm, as the textbook in many

other industries get ripped up or just becomes obsolete.
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When I grow up…
I will be tall enough to reach the branches
That I need to reach to climb the trees
You get to climb when you're grown up
And when I grow up
I will be smart enough to answer all the questions that
you need to know
The answers to before you're grown up
And when I grow up, I will eat sweets everyday on the
way to work and I
Will go to bed late every night…

Taken from ‘Matilda’, the musical.



There are obvious examples of sectors that have already seen the

effect of this disruption. The rise of Amazon and online shopping has

torn through the retail sector. Walk down many a high street and the

pain of the old retailing model is plain to see as shops lie empty and

shoppers desert back to the comfort of their own home and a one-

click retail experience. In the UK the percentage of internet sales as

a proportion of all retail sales has risen from just 2.7% to 16.1% in

the decade up to January 2017 according to the ONS, implying our

appetite for a bargain from disruptors such as Amazon is permanent.

There has been a global acceptance for shopping online. Take for

example Singles Day in China – a largely contrived day hijacked by

online operators creating an online shopping extravaganza where

during the 24 hour “celebration”, Alibaba recorded sales of $25bn,

making Cyber Monday in the States ($6.6bn) look like a poor relation.

Then there are sectors that are desperately facing the future. Tesla

may be the poster child for automotive change, but its business is

still predicated on selling cars to individuals for their own use. Answer

me this. How much money do you currently have sitting on your

driveway? I’d hazard a guess that we’re talking tens of thousands of

pounds on average. Research, I’ve kindly pilfered from our friends at

Janus Henderson sourcing data from Google and CLSA, suggest the

average car in the US is being used just 4% of the time and that 95%

of passenger miles will be made by autonomous, electric or on-

demand vehicle fleets within ten years of regulatory approval. If

currently the cost advantage lies with owning a car, rather than

relying on taxis, stripping out the largest cost part in the taxi, namely

the driver, tilts the balance comfortably away from personal

ownership. UBS reckon a typical western household driving 10,000

miles a year will save $5,000 per annum by ditching the car and

adopting robo-taxis. This is bad news if your business is in mass-

market, high-volume generic A-B’ers, as projections show the

number of cars needed to service the entire population of the US will

fall from 247m to just 44m by 2030. This is likely terminal news for

car dealers, who will go the same way as your local farrier. The

scramble is on not just for car manufacturers to catch a piece of the

action, but also hardware manufacturers, ride-hailing apps and

software groups in the new wild west of transport. 

There are subtler, less welcome effects though. The broad retail

sector is the largest employer in the UK, employing over 4.6m

people. As roles transition from permanent employed to flexible

employed or self-employed and robots become more numerous, job

security goes with it. This is not a critique against either the retail

sector, zero-hours contracts or flexible workforces. The question is,

if we took as a block all those families and individuals whose income

is derived from the retail or automotive sectors, are both their

spending capacity and willingness to spend likely to increase or

decrease in the face of this transition? I’d contend it has permanently

weakened, with its knock on effect being a less strong contribution

to economic growth and that’s important when c70% of the UK

economy is based on consumption. 

We’ll tackle demographics another time, but the force of technology

is changing the shape of our demographics too. Technological

advances in healthcare, whether in drug development, robot-

assisted surgery, genome sequencing to help identify and prevent

future illness are all contributing to extending our lives on this planet.

As we get older household not only our spending gets less, (at 75 it’s

about half its peak), but also the necessity to retain significant

amounts of capital in economically unproductive savings, rather than

investing to fuel economic growth, ultimately contains an economy’s

ability to grow.

Technology and technological advances are a force for societal

good. In delivering more ways we can communicate; exchange

ideas; do business with; laugh with; cry with, it empowers the

individual and allows human endeavour. As new waves of technology

drive down prices and deliver more functional products, the grey

lining to an otherwise silver cloud is the deflationary force that

contributes to economies. In a low-wage growth world and an

insatiable appetite for shiny new things, that’s a price we’re clearly

prepared to keep on paying.

Written by 

Rob Pemberton,

Investment Director 

and James Tuson,

Investment Manager
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